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Abstract. In this paper a secure wireless sensor network (WSN) developed within the MOVEDETECT project is presented. The goal of the
project was to design, implement and demonstrate a secure WSN for the
protection of critical infrastructure. In order to provide a reliable service,
the system must detect any kind of tampering with the sensor nodes, prevent eavesdropping and manipulation of the communication as well as
detect, track and classify intruders in the protected region. Therefore
based on previous experiences, a real-world WSN was developed, which
addresses practical issues like water proofing, energy consumption, sensor deployment and visualization of the WSN state, but also provides a
unique security concept, a interesting combination of sensors and sophisticated sensor data processing and analysis. The system was evaluated
by examining firstly the sensors and the sensor processing algorithms
and then conducting realistic field test.
Keywords: Wireless sensor network, Detection, Security, Functional
safety, Networking
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Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) have attracted attention of many researches
of different disciplines in the past driven by the increasing availability of microprocessors with wireless communication. In general, a WSN consists mainly

of a number of sensors nodes but management and routing nodes are possible
as well and hence different network structures have been proposed, e.g. mesh or
hierarchical structures. Usually, each sensor node has only very limited resources
(computational power, energy supply, memory, communication bandwidth) and
its purpose is the decentralized and reliable acquisition and transmission of data.
Higher reasoning is either performed by dedicated processing units or outside
the WSN. The applications of WSN are located mostly in the safety and security
area ranging from military and police tasks to structural and health monitoring.
Within the MOVEDETECT project a demonstrator for a real-world WSN was
developed to be used for the protection of critical infrastructure or small key
areas and its design, implementation and evaluation is described in this paper.
In addition to the practical applicability which includes water proofing, a low
energy consumption and methods for the sensor deployment, the system must
provide secure and reliable communication and of course accurate detection,
tracking as well as classification of intruders. Therefore, a combination of techniques to ensure the systems integrity and confidentiality were applied and a
sophisticated distributed approach for sensor data processing and analysis was
developed. In addition, reporting and logging mechanisms allow users to constantly monitor activities inside the WSN, both in real-time and time-delayed.
Moreover, the usability of the system is not impaired by the inherent complexity of the WSN, as it can be configured and operated from a central command
center. The combination of these features creates a uniquely secure, flexible and
usable system.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces related work on WSNs to protect critical infrastructure. Section 3 details the
requirements of the proposed system. Section 4 covers all aspects of the system
development and Section 5 demonstrates the abilities of the deployed sensors
and section 6 discusses the results of two field tests. The paper closes with a
conclusion and possible future work in section 7.

2

Related Work

The work related to the presented project is manifold, as MOVEDETECT combines multiple research fields, e.g., communication security, functional safety but
also energy efficient communication and the fusion of WSN data. Therefore, this
section first covers the state-of-the-art in conventional (non-networked) solutions
for secure infrastructures. Secondly, related work on systems that rely on wireless communication and work in critical environments is described.
Conventional solutions to secure critical infrastructures range from very simple
setups involving mechanical barriers, like doors, fences and trenches or security
personnel [1] to complex – however non-networked – equipment, including e.g.
passive infrared (PIR), sound and seismic sensors, or video surveillance. While
these devices allow detecting certain influences, they lack the possibility to cooperatively analyze a situation [2], as no data transfer between them is possible.
However, over the last years, advances in the area of networked sensor technolo-

gies have opened up new application areas for these sensor devices [3]. With new
technological paradigms, like the Internet of Things (IoT) or Automated Living, the use of WSNs is rapidly growing, as networked sensors are vital in these
scenarios. However, as future technologies more and more depend on sensor networks, the requirements for these – now critical infrastructures – rise in a similar
way, especially in the fields of security and safety. An already realized example in
this area is the SmartSantander project, where more than 10, 000 IoT devices are
deployed to build a so-called “Smart City”. In such scenarios, strict security requirements apply, as personal and critical information is transferred. While there
are research efforts in the areas of access protection, secure reprogramming over
wireless connections and secure communication, a complete security solution for
a wireless network does not yet exist. This example already characterizes several
important aspects of WSN security: Due to the usage in unsupervised or even
hostile environments while performing critical tasks, it is important to provide
measures ensuring integrity and confidentiality of data (communication security)
and protection of the devices against malfunctions that either occur randomly
or due to tampering [4, 5].
In [6] a WSN for security in medical environments concentrating of high reliability and low delays is presented. A WSN to support safety in the transport
domain is outlined in [7]. Here the cost is the most important design objective
in order to increase the acceptance of the WSN. An approach focusing on the
fusion of different sensors (underground, above ground, air) is introduced in [8]
for border control. Moreover, in [8] an approach aiming at the detection of intrusions at borders is introduced. Lastly, in [9] methods to reduce the power
consumption in WSNs including cameras and PIR sensors are discussed.
As shown here, the main difference between the presented related works is the
implementation of a comprehensive security solution covering all necessary aspects, while still maintaining a high usability despite the high system complexity.
In the following, first the requirements that originate from the usage scenario
of the MOVEDETECT system are presented before the system development is
described.

3

Requirements

The main functional goals of the system are defined by three tasks of the WSN:
i) detection, ii) localization, and iii) classification of objects in a predefined area.
The system must be able to detect and locate persons or cars with certain accuracy. In our case, all values for deviations or timings are chosen in a way that
the goal on the user’s side – which is to be able to organize a well-directed response to a penetration of the surveillance area – is possible. For the given case,
a deviation of ≤ 5 m is therefore considered acceptable.
In addition, it is required to calculate the trajectory of the trespassing object to
indicate its direction. In order to provide not only accurate but also timely data,
the system is required to fulfill certain real-time criteria. The delay between
object-entry and the signaling of the event to the user was fixed at a maximum

delay of 3 s. Due to the special hardware used in WSNs, several additional system
requirements have to be fulfilled. Among them is primarily a reliable, scalable
and efficient communication architecture ensuring that all events occurring inside the monitored area are not only registered, but also that the messages of
these events are transferred reliably to the base station [10].
The security of the system is of major importance, especially when the unattended operation of the system is taken into account. The system’s overall security concept therefore comprises not only IT security measures but also functional safety aspects. It is required to protect the system from coincidental or
targeted physical damage and hardware failures. Additionally, energy efficiency
has to be carefully considered in both the hardware and software design, because
the sensor nodes are powered with batteries and the intended operating time is
two weeks.

4

WSN System Design

This section presents the general structure of the system to give an overview
of how MOVEDETECT works. As depicted in Fig. 1a, the system is based
on a hierarchical structure, that consists of a single command center c, several
clusterheads chi on the intermediate level and for each clusterhead chi multiple
sensor nodes nij on the bottom level. In the prototype system, whose realization
is described later on, a total number of 100 nodes is used (10 clusterheads chi , 1 ≤
i ≤ 10 with each 10 sensor nodes nij , 1 ≤ i ≤ 10, 1 ≤ j ≤ 10). Due to the system’s
scalability, the system can however also be employed using a much larger number
of nodes. The sensor nodes are equipped with different sensor combinations and
a more detailed description of the sensors is presented in Section 5.

(a) MOVEDETECT system structure

(b) Visualization

Fig. 1. Structure of the MOVEDETECT WSN and the visualization software Spyglass

(a) Clusterhead

(b) Sensor nodes

Fig. 2. Hardware components of the WSN

4.1

Hardware Design

In this section, the hardware concept is described in the order of the previously
shown three levels: command center, clusterheads, and sensornodes.
The command center c aggregates data from the clusterheads chi and displays
the information to the user (cf. Fig. 1b). This information is presented using
the detection algorithms described in Section 4.3 and delivered to a network
visualization software called Spyglass [11]. The existing open-source Spyglass
was extended to have a control window that allows to send commands to the
network, like, e.g. restarting nodes, sending messages to a number of nodes, or
re-programming nodes.
Each clusterhead chi consist of two components: an embedded-PC board (ARMbased CPU with 800 MHz, 512 MB RAM, 512 MB flash memory, power requirement of about 1.5 W) and an iSense sensor node. The embedded PC maintains
the WiFi connection to the command center c, pre-processes sensor data, and
performs network management tasks. In order to communicate with the sensor
nodes, an iSense sensor network device was attached to the CPU board as depicted in Fig. 2a.
Several different configurations of sensor nodes have been designed, which differ
in the type of attached sensors and housing (Fig. 2b) but all include several
iSense modules. The Core Module includes a Jennic JN5148 32-bit RISC controller and an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio interface. The radio chip operates
at a frequency of 2.4 GHz, offers 16 different radio channels, provides a data
transfer rate of 250 kB/s and includes a hardware AES engine as well as an
ultra-stable real-time clock (RTC) (typical 6 ppm). The second type of housing
contains a long-range Siemens IS392 PIR sensor and an accelerometer.
In the sensor network, the previously described four types of sensors are utilized
for various purposes. The general detection of activity in the observed area is
performed by PIR sensors, which can be differentiated into three types: SinglePIRs (Panasonic AMN34111) with a range up to 10 m, Multi-PIRs (AMN31111

+ 2 × AMN33111) with a range of approximately 5 m and Long-Range-PIRs
(Siemens IS392) with a range up to 50 m. With the Multi-PIRs, the directions
of moving objects can be estimated and Long-Range-PIRs play a significant role
in the detection of new objects entering the surveillance area. Fig. 3 shows detection results for these different PIR sensors.
The second type of sensors used for detection purposes are geophones. They are
comprised of three seismic capsules (SM-24, Sensor Nederland) in an orthogonal arrangement, an analog signal conditioning part and a microcontrollerbased (ARM-Cortex M3 MCU) signal processing unit. The complete geophone
is housed in a protection enclosure and is connected to the sensor node via a communication cable that also provides the required power. For a sufficient coupling
to the ground, a soil drilling tool in combination with a screw-shaped housing is
used.
The iSense Vehicle Detection Modules are used for object classification, since
only moving metallic objects influence their measurements. They are based
on a 2-axis Phillips KMZ52 anisotropic magneto-resistive sensor bridge that
is combined with two amplifier stages as well as circuitry for de-gaussing and
earth-magnetic field compensation. It exploits the fact that large ferro-magnetic
objects distort the earth-magnetic field to detect such objects by observing
field changes. To achieve a detection range of more than 5 m, it amplifies the
bridge output by a factor of approximately 40, 000 and features a sensitivity of
786.2 mV/(kA/m) at a bandwidth of 1 kHz. Because the module typically has
a current consumption of 20 − 25 mA during operation, it is activated only on
PIR sensor events within less than 180 ms.
The last sensor is an accelerometer, which is part of every sensor node. Its sole
purpose is the detection of physical tampering with the sensor nodes, since even
small movements of the device trigger the accelerometer.
4.2

Communication and Security

The communication and security architecture of the WSN is only outlined due
to its complexity. The sensor nodes communicate based on the energy-efficient
IEEE 802.15.4 standard with the clusterhead with Adaptive Frequency Hopping.
In order to prevent messages from being forged or manipulated, the message payload is encrypted using the AES-CBC-128 cipher, which is supported by a crypto
co-processor available in all sensor nodes, which makes it very fast and energyefficient. In addition, a timestamp, a CBC-MAC AES, and a sequence number
is added to the payload. These are used to achieve resistance against, e.g. replay
attacks, delayed massage sending, or manipulation of the message order. The
system also uses an advanced key management approach. The clusterhead preprocess and compact the data of the sensor nodes and communicate with the
command center via TCP/IP-based connections over WiFi.
The integrity of the WSN is ensure on all levels. The sensor nodes and the clusterheads analyze the sensor data as well as test their CPU, RAM and firmware
at start-up for manipulations, send regularly heard beat messages and observe
their accelerometer.

4.3

Detection, Classification and Tracking of Objects

In order to achieve a robustness and reliability suitable for long term surveillance,
the detection, tracking and classification methods are implemented in a simple
yet effective way. After the WSN is started, the detection algorithm first remains
in a waiting state, until a significant amount of sensor events are registered, which
indicates an object entering the area. If the amount of events remains low, it is
assumed that these are caused by random noise or other sources like wind. Additionally, it is required that there is a local accumulation of events. The amount
of random noise depends on the sensor type as well as on other factors like the
position of the sensor, the time of the day and the weather conditions. If the
sensor data satisfies these conditions, it is inferred that an object is inside the
surveillance area and an initial position is determined. Afterwards, only sensor
events in a vicinity of the current position of the detected object are handled,
until the object leaves the surveillance area. Each sensor event suggests possible locations of the object. For PIR sensors this is a cone of a specific length
whereas for all other sensors, this is a radial symmetric area around the sensor
node with a certain radius. The current position of the object is then determined
by averaging the suggested positions of the sensor events while factoring in the
previous position of the object.
The tracking simply consists of a concatenation of the determined object positions. The classification of the object (person, person carrying metal object,
car or unknown) is performed by an analysis of the AMR and geophone events.
Magnetic sensor events in the vicinity of the object suggest a car or a motorbike
and geophone events indicate footsteps, but there need to be an accumulation of
these events in order to exceed the noise level. Experiments show that the AMR
sensors are surprisingly affected by wind (possibly due to movement of cables or
the sensor node itself). An object in the surveillance area is considered to have
left this area if the last known position is near the border of the area and further
sensor events are below the detection level for some time.

5

Sensor Evaluation

To achieve the desired quality of the surveillance, the utilized sensors need to be
analyzed, since datasheets often do not provide information in the way or detail
required. Additionally, the preprocessing algorithms of the geophones and PIR
sensors need to be evaluated and characterized. In the following an excerpt of
the sensor related experiments is given.
For the PIR sensors, the region in which objects produce sensor events must
be known in order to perform a localization of intruding objects. It is common to conduct simple walking and driving tests for this purpose, for which
a path is defined and repeatedly driven, or walked, respectively. In Fig. 3 the
results for normal walking are given. Green marks the detection area specified
in the datasheet, while red marks the region in which sensor events actually
occur in practice. In Fig. 3e the joint detection region of a Multi-PIR sensor
node is visualized. Here green marks the region where the two spot type PIR

(a) AMN34111 (Single)

(b) AMN31111 (Multi)

(d) Multi-PIR response

(e) Multi-PIR range

(c) AMN33111 (Multi)

(f) Long-Range-PIR: IS392

Fig. 3. Experimental evaluation of the detection ranges of the different PIR sensor
types. Green marks the detection area specified in the datasheet and red the actual
detection area for walks with normal speed.

sensors (AMN33111) are sensitive and blue the region of the standard PIR type
(AMN31111).
In Fig. 3d, the exemplary behavior of a Multi-PIR sensor node is shown for a
walk-by test in which a person crosses the detection area from right to left with
normal walking speed and vice versa. It has been found that the direction of the
object can be determined reliably simply using the 3-PIR sensors included in a
Multi-PIR sensor node. To do so, the time at which each PIR sensor activates is
measured and compared. This is not possible using the Single-PIR sensors, but
promises more accurate localization and tracking of objects.
In order to be able to detect intruders and therefore to provide a basis for tracking a robust algorithm is required. which filters the incoming signal at the geophone to isolate those representing human footsteps. To overcome the problem
of varying environmental conditions (mostly soil quality and humidity as well as
ground coverage with plants) and of disturbing seismic noise, a procedure with
an adaptive threshold is developed and implemented. It is based on the so-called
“sta/lta - picking” which is used in earthquake location scenarios [12]. The decision whether there is an event is made by comparing the ratio of a short and a
long time average of the seismic signal with an empiric constant. By introducing
an adaptive constant an accommodation to varying conditions is achieved. An
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Fig. 4. Results of the geophone event picking algorithm for footstep detection and data
of the AMR sensor for car passing by.

example is shown in Fig. 4a. The output event of a geophone reliably signals a
person within the detection range. By calculating the geometric center of gravity of one or more geophones reporting events with the same timestamp, it is
possible to locate (and track) an intruder within the sensor network.
For the vehicle detection based on the AMR sensors, the activation procedure,
the sensor range and detection algorithms were tested prior to the implementation of the final system. Two sensor nodes with a vehicle detection module
are positioned at opposite sides of a road in a distance of 8 m from each other.
A sensor node with a PIR sensor is placed next to the road 15 m before the
AMR nodes. A vehicle then passes by and once a sensor event of the PIR sensor
is triggered, the sensor node sends a wireless message to the two AMR sensor
nodes. This simulates a delay as it would occur in the final installation, where
the communication would work via the clusterhead, instead of directly between
the sensor nodes. Upon reception of that message, the AMR nodes activate their
vehicle detection modules, de-gauss and calibrate the sensors to compensate for
the static earth magnetic field, start sampling the two sensor module channels,
and forward the live data to a forth sensor node that is connected to a PC to
record timestamps and sensor data for all three nodes.
Fig. 4b shows the sensor readings of one of the AMR nodes for a vehicle speed of
50 km/h. The time axis of the diagram is set to start at 0 at the time when the
PIR sensor event occurred. The y-axis shows the sensor signal as ADC digits,
where 1 digit represents 0.59 mV or a field change of 786.2 mV/(kA/m). It is
visible that the sensor signal starts around t = 0.2 s, as the calibration process
commences before that.

6

Field Tests of the WSN

In the course of the project MOVEDETECT two main field tests of the whole
WSN were conducted. Fig. 5a shows an illustration of the first testing terrain

painted by the Spyglass application and it consisted of 100 sensor nodes and 10
clusterheads organized in 10 clusters, where one cluster was reserved for energy
consumption monitoring. The surveillance area was a field with a path through
and had a maximum width of 125 m and a length of 50 m at the largest extend.
The nodes were distributed arbitrarily in distances of 5 m to 10 m from each
other. After this initial setup, the sensor clusters were defined by joining 10 sensor nodes nij , 1 ≤ j ≤ 10 nearest to chi together in one cluster cli .
After the WSN was fully configured, several aspects of the whole system, and
their interactions, had to be verified: First, the general system functions, like
network connectivity, message sending, relaying and receiving as well as displaying of system events at the command center. Second, the detection, localization
and classification had to be assessed and third a security evaluation to test the
WSN’s security and safety features was performed.
In the second field test of the WSN a total number of 17 sensor nodes partitioned
in 2 clusters were utilized. The surveillance area was a small field surrounded by
bushes and buildings with a path going through it. Again, a set of walking and
driving detection test were performed.
In order to verify the functions assessed in the field trials, multiple verifica-

(a) Large area field test

(b) Small field test

(c) Example of a walking test
Fig. 5. Spyglass renderings of the maps for the field tests performed within the scope
of the MOVEDETECT project (grid size is 5 m × 5 m)

tion techniques were used. For the detection, localization and classification, a
Mobotix IP-camera was used in combination with the Spyglass user interface.
By doing so, it is possible to check if objects were on the one hand detected
and localized, on the other if the classification works correctly and the real-time
requirement of the system is fulfilled. As an example, Fig. 5c shows one of the
walking tests done during the second field trial. As the figure depicts, the person
walking on the grass was detected and classified correctly, which is indicated
by the green field in the middle of the grid. Similar results were also achieved
for other walking styles, like crawling or running, as well as tests with other
trespassing objects, like e.g. cars (the classification changed in those tests respectively). Furthermore, it was evaluated if a classification of a person carrying
metal objects is possible, which would be especially useful to detect weapons like
firearms. While the detection works with large ferromagnetic objects, like e.g.
fire extinguishers or crowbars, as long as the distance between the object and the
sensor node is ≤ 2 m, it is not possible for firearms. This is due to the low mass
of ferromagnetic parts in modern firearms, resulting in a very low amplitude of
the AMR sensor’s readings, which does not trigger an event.
Moreover, the varying weather conditions during the field trials, ranging from
sunshine to thunderstorms, proved the system’s adaptability and its resistance
against hazardous environments.

7

Conclusion and future work

As this paper demonstrated, the MOVEDETECT system is a WSN solution that
is capable of monitoring and securing critical infrastructures. To do so, it offers
security by using different sensors to detect, locate, track and classify various
types of trespassers while operating in a secure and safe way. This is done by
employing several functional safety and security features which guarantee high
levels of confidentiality, integrity and availability. In addition to the features
described before, the system operates in real-time using its efficient detection algorithms and network hierarchy. MOVEDETECT enables its user to keep track
of the events inside the sensor network by logging all events in a database for
later analysis and, at the same time, reporting it in real-time to the command
center. Moreover, the system uses a scalable, hierarchic network structure making it easily extendable for a wider area, if necessary. To adapt the system to
changing usage conditions, it is possible to dynamically reconfigure the whole
system in the field by using an over-the-air-programming (OTAP) function. This
unique combination of features makes the system ideal for unattended operations
in hazardous environments.
While the described features already enable a secure detection of trespassing objects, future work could go in two directions. One possibility would be to include
additional hardware in the concept, e.g. IP-cameras, to document trespassing.
These devices would be integrated as a type of additional sensor into the existing
sensor nodes and be activated if an object is detected by the other sensors. Of
course, these new nodes would need to be carefully analyzed, especially their

energy consumption and network traffic generation would need to be carefully
balanced with the achievable visual quality. Another possible method would be
to treat the sensor nodes with visual capabilities separately (and not integrate
them into the existing network hierarchy). The visual data would e.g. be sent
directly to the command center using WiFi.
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